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ABOUT ME:
My background is finance, working for major European Banks mainly in the UK and
IRELAND but also across the EUROPEAN UNION.
From early days as a bank clerk in Lloyds Bank in the UK, I moved to the Major Bank
Finance subsidiaries such as Lloyds Bowmaker (Lloyds Bank) and Chartered Trust
(Standard Chartered bank) in the UK and then to IRELAND with Woodchester Finance
(Credit Lyonnais) and finally with GE Capital (Woodchester). From starting way, way
back in 1975, in total, I spent about 20 years working in the Banking industry.
My roles for most of my time were working closely with the Motor Trade in recruitment,
training, measuring performance and providing motivation skills and sales and
marketing techniques to finance specialists working within motor dealers but supporting
my bank through financial contracts and increasing new business support. Ultimately,
this role allowed me to travel extensively across Europe into PORTUGAL, DENMARK,
FRANCE, ITALY and SWEDEN as well as the UK and IRELAND.
On first glance, my past experience was absolutely NO help at all to me in the future
with Forex Trading.
I retired early, having latterly moved to IRELAND where I met my wife and got married.
My wife and I retired young and moved to SPAIN and then in 2006 we moved to
CANADA, firstly settling just off the island close to Montreal, and we are now located
since 2017 in Halifax on the Atlantic coast. A great spot to live and enjoy life.
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1. INTRODUCTION:
When the idea of an e-Book was suggested to promote the WEEKLY FX PREMIUM
subscriber service, it was immediately followed up with the comment... “You will have
absolutely no problem with content as you have years of pages of the written word
behind you”.
I couldn’t argue with that statement, it was just a question of cut and paste, well that
was what I thought and then it took on a life of it’s own. What was I thought at most a
two or three day job became initially a month, then six weeks and eventually is was two
months to book 1.0. This is version 6.1.... say no more!
I hope this e-book does what I hoped it would do, which is, to at least provoke questions
and answer the following obvious questions about not just my support via THE
WEEKLY FX PREMIUM subscription service but in addition answer and prompt more
questions about FX trading in general, BUT more important of all your own history of FX
Trading to date.
The obvious questions you may have are below and I hope that this book satisfies any
questions you have on these chosen subjects.
1. Why choose me?
2. How can I help you?
3. How am I different?
4. How do I trade - What triggers my trade set ups and what do I look for?
5. Is my Trading History good enough?
If I achieve this, this has all been worthwhile.
Scott Pickering
The Pip Accumulator
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2. HOW I STARTED MY JOURNEY WITH FOREX TRADING:
So why Forex Trading?
My wife and I were on vacation in Vancouver in 2009. On a very rainy day whilst
skimming TV channels I came across an infomercial on earning extra an income
through trading currencies. Nothing else to do in the rain, what would you do? With,
very open minds we went, had coffee and listened and yes... bought everything we
could to get started.
It ticked a lot of boxes for me, it was something that was news focussed. I like news and
current affairs and saw Forex as a way to keep me in touch with what is going on in the
world and keep my brain active.
Some three months after returning from Vancouver at home on the west Island of
Montreal, I picked up my FX purchases, registered, got on line and dived in...
Obviously, like an idiot I believed the “sales guy’s” speech that it was easy to follow and
easy to make money. The harsh reality was I lost money, tried again and lost some
more...
Then I stopped throwing money into the big black hole. I decided to listen to as many
existing FX traders who had been around for a while... “the survivors!”. Trading styles
and my personality did not align, and I was confused. Not put off, I went to books to see
what I could find, read a lot more, discovered RISK MANAGEMENT based on simple
trends, which had been explained poorly by some of the existing traders I sought
direction from, and, I started again.
There was no “ME” around in those days to observe from and maybe learn a little from.
FX Trading was over-hyped as it opened up to Retail traders, initially, I believed the
hype, the false claims and the junk emails.
Once I had mastered RISK MANAGEMENT and having a TRADE PLAN in place it was
like a light bulb moment. I had success, which gained a consistency that I wanted. RISK
MANAGEMENT aligned to HIGH PROBABILITY trading and a TRADE PLAN were the
keys, which was so obvious when I look back.
Moving on...
To help keep me focussed, after a couple of years of trading, I started my weekly blog
“THE WEEKLY FX DRIVE THRU” in 2012, this committed me to writing a little about my
trades but more importantly my trading disciplines. This kept it real and focussed for me
because there was a chance that someone might actually pick it up and read it.
I started to place my trading history and my live trades in the blog. This received
interesting responses and along with my developing trading discipline great success in
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my trades. I then decided to open up a subscription service in 2014 called the “THE
PREMIUM SERVICE”, which was changed in September 2018, ready for 2019 to” THE
WEEKLY FX PREMIUM”.
In the earlier years, my target of 10,000 net pips a year was always beaten. Trading
though is a lot more than just chart analysis and identifying high probability trades.
Whilst, I believe FX TRADING is in its simplest definition is all about SELLING RIPS
and BUYING DIPS, there is much more to it.
TRADING PSYCHOLOGY is huge in my opinion and it is very often ignored when
people talk about trading. The prior skills I had acquired in my previous life in the
Finance Industry working inside the Motor Industry finally had a relevance!
Motivation, Mindset Psychology, The Higher Faculties of the Mind, Confirmation Bias all
have a place in trading Forex. I decided to study these influences on trading more
deeply and I wanted to add to my existing knowledge from the past, I have taken
several on-line courses, attended seminars and basically jumped in. Personal
Development has helped me understand in much greater detail the way the mind works
and how we are influenced by outside influences that can cloud your judgment and
make you second guess. It is 100% totally relevant to trading.
No matter how detached we think we are from our trades, at the end of the day we are
human, and emotion will always step in especially when real money is at risk. How we
as traders deal with this factor is crucial to our success as far as I am concerned.
Mindset is at the centre of everything that we do in life whether personally or from a
business perspective. Most people want success at what they do, they strive to be the
best. Not everyone gets there, for a number of factors, lack of belief, poor commitment
or just being lazy are three key reasons why the majority fail to achieve their full
potential.
I have goals and objectives in everything I do. I visualise where I am going and what I
want to achieve. To be grateful when you get there is key. Far too many traders
procrastinate, they suffer from analysis paralysis and never really get started.
Identifying trade set ups comes fairly easy, choosing the high probability trades is a skill
but managing your head through HEAD MANAGEMENT when the trade is in process is
another story that comes with hours in front of trade screens and having the ability to
detach yourself from the emotion.
I really enjoy trading, but I also enjoy my time off, away from the day to day.
A good and effective work life balance is very important to me.
This is such a big area for me, I write about this later....
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3. WHAT TYPE OF TRADER AM I?
It's a straightforward question, however my answer is not simple.
I used to be a SWING trader, but over recent years I have moved into more of a
POSITION STYLE trader.
The reason for this change was to avoid the noise from what has become a very rigged
market when it comes to trading. If you are a SCALPER trader, happy days; your
trading time frames are very short, plus you have the mentality to trade for 10-15 pips at
a time. That is NOT me and market interventions whether physical or verbal ruined so
many day trades that taking a longer-term perspective was the only efficient answer.
I look to identify high probability trades based off Fibonacci levels, Pivot Points, Chart
Patterns and Confluences of Interest to both buyers and sellers. I love trend / directional
trading. I believe in phrases such as “The Trend is your Friend” and also “Never fight
the FED”, or any other Central Bank for that matter, as they have much more money
that you and me!
I am a FUNDAMENTAL TRADER first, then a TECHNICAL TRADER.
•

I have my longer-term fundamental beliefs vis-a-vis a currency. I save as much
of the Central Bank, Economic Data and Employment Data by country and save
hard copies to a country by country reading file.
I set my Quarterly, Half-Year and Annual projections in place that I review
monthly.
I therefore have a preferred trade direction.

•

I examine Trade Charts several times a day. I tend to always trade in line with
my longer-term views. Very rarely do I break this rule. If I do, I have a very good
reason and I advise why.
I set my entry and exit prices and wait for levels on DAILY charts to line up
TECHNICALLY with my FUNDAMENTAL views.
I know my RISK before a trade activates.
I then look at my LIMIT (PROFIT), either by Fibonacci extension, previous
support or resistance levels of interest or by high probability trade patterns with
measured moves extensions.

I try to keep things real at all times. I know, understand and accept that as a retail trader
we are there to pick at the pieces of a move that is started and finished by the large
financial institutions.
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I try my best to keep Forex Trading as simple as possible.
As mentioned already, RISK ACCOUNT and HEAD MANAGEMENT plus TRADING
with a TRADE PLAN are key cornerstones of my trading approach to the market.
Without these core elements I do not think that one can achieve longevity in trading.
Being patient with strong disciplines are critical success factors in my way of thinking. I
do my very best not to chase trades, I wait to let them come to me.
Over the years of my subscription service option, my trading style has shifted away from
shorter-term timeframes into taking a more macro level view and using longer -term
charts to set entry and exit levels.
I found that the RISKS involved in trading in the shorter-term charts were just increasing
and as a lower RISK trader walking away from 5, 15 and 30 minute charts in 2015, took
me to 15, 60 and 120 minute charts for some trades styles, which, in 2019, I decided to
replace with 240 minute, Daily and Weekly charts instead.
Basically, I removed all the noise on the smaller time framed charts and decided to
trade solely around my fundamentals.
For me this was a natural progression.
Looking back through my trading history, I was achieving a greater trading success and
consistency with longer-term focussed trades.
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The chart above (foot of page 8) details my key measurable goals that I set myself each
year. Every year I have beaten my targets.
From the outset in 2014, I was trading longer-term time framed trades. The issue was,
whilst I had great success I was NOT as focussed as I could be. I had success but from
my own perspective I could be more focussed.
Moving on...
Many traders, especially those who trade with smaller time horizons do not grasp the
way that longer-term position traders approach the market.
It is often said that FUNDAMENTAL traders just sit with really wide stops and wait for
cycles to return and eventually they will see a profit on the original trade set ups. I
understand this opinion and to some extent those opinions are correct. However, to
make six figure incomes a year from trading this is not an effective use of your money to
generate a reasonable return.
At times as a longer-term (POSITION) trader you can sit in trades for months. I have
done this BUT as long as your TRADE PLAN allows for this what is the problem? If you
enter a trade with your plan and you are trading your plan, what is the problem? All the
planning and measurement of RISK takes place before the trade is set up. If you are
trading your plan there is NO issues as far as I am concerned.
For those of you reading this E-Book that are looking for a service that churns out 10-15
trade set ups a day I am not the connection, you need. It is just NOT my style or my
approach.
Reading further in this e-book the WHY CHOOSE ME section will answer why.
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4. HOW DOES THE WEEKLY FX PREMIUM WORK>
COMMUNICATION:
Basically, as soon as I have identified a trade set up,
1. I advise my subscribers by Twitter through my subscriber only secure and locked
feed @weeklyfxpremium
2. If possible (depending on my location), I send an email confirming the trade set up
again with additional information supporting the trade and a further copy of my trade
chart. Sometimes the charts contain commentary, but mostly just trend lines,
Fibonacci levels and other relevant drawings.
3. I confirm that the trade has activated in my broker account to subscribers via twitter
(@weeklyfxpremium) as soon as I am able to.
4. If I amend the trade, I advise by Twitter only via @weeklyfxpremium
5. Once the trade completes, or I am stopped out I advise by Twitter via
@weeklyfxpremium
Below you can trace the above timeframe via an actual trade set up:
NOTE: I make absolutely no excuses for showing a communication from 2019. This
shows you that I believe in the approach of “If it NOT broken do NOT attempt to fix it.
POSITION TRADE
POS220
USD/NOK
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In the trade example (POS220) above, you can see that I initially protected profits and
then the market turned, and I was stopped out for a net +100 pip profit.
In addition, I communicate my market overview thoughts, ideas and opinion via the
following: •

TWITTER (@weeklyfxpremium) – snapshot thoughts and opinions, whenever I
have something to add.

•

TWITLONGER: - which is posted direct to the @weeklyfxpremium timeline. I use
this option to provide market overviews and FX overviews in great detail. Usually
weekly, but again it depends if I have something to add of value.

•

MY MARKET THOUGHTS & OPINIONS: - This was my latest addition, in late
2020. I use this not only into the @weeklyfxpremium timeline but also across
other Social Media platforms such as LinkedIn, Facebook and Tumblr. Basically,
they are single page fact sheets.

If I do NOT feel that I am adding value or adding a thought or opinion that may have
value, I will be silent... sometimes for days on end.
I try to focus on quality rather than quantity.
Below there are example of the above communication options: -
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TWITTER EXAMPLES:
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TWITLONGER EXAMPLE:
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MY THOUGHTS & VIEWS VIA A SINGLE PAGE FACT SHEET:
3 EXAMPLES
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COMMUNICATION COMPARISONS:
“FREE” CONTENT
versus
FX PREMIUM SUBSCRIBER CONTENT
2021:
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TWITTER @weeklyfxpremium
COMMUNICATION THREAD:
EUR/USD – SHORT TRADE
SWING TRADE SWG016
PROFIT +225 pips
FROM INCEPTION TO COMPLETION
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The previous two pages follow my EUR/USD set up SWG016 from start to completion
with a profit +225 pips.
Moving on...
I am open with my trading, via my restricted access twitter feed (@weeklyfxpremium),
exclusive to WEEKLY FX PREMIUM subscribers, I let you know what I am thinking and
also what possible trade set ups I am looking at. I hope that in the previous examples of
communications selections I have chosen to represent effectively what I am referring to.
Like most traders it is hard to sit in front of trading screens 24 x 5.
I do most of the time have access to market charts and news. If I am away from my
charts for whatever reason, I advise you of that fact.
I do sleep. I am located on the Atlantic coast of Canada (AST / ADT) although I do
participate one way or another across the three key trading zones.
Like most traders the New York / London session from c.7AM – to Noon EST is the
most liquid and I am active in one form or another when that session is in play.
So far, I have talked mostly about the mechanics of communication of trade set ups and
the hours I that I am usually in front of my screens or checking in on positions from
other devices.
What else do WEEKLY FX PREMIUM subscribers receive?
I have shown already my communication options via Twitter, TwitLonger and PDF
Opinion pages highlighting my thoughts on market conditions.
My WEEKLY FX DRIVE THRU blog also has additional thoughts and ideas that are on
my mind together with my plans and strategies moving forward. Although, I should point
out that moving forward my focus is more ZOOM based communications rather than via
the DRIVE THRU blog.
In September 2020, I launched “THE SUNDAY MORNING ZOOM”. This replaced my
“SUNDAY MORNING CHARTS”, which I used to highlight charts that were on my radar.
A comparison sheet highlighting the differences between my “FREE” DRIVE THRU
ZOOM content and what is presented via the WEEKLY FX PREMIUM subscriber
version “THE SUNDAY MORNING ZOOM” is below.
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ZOOM MEETING CONTENT
DRIVE THRU ZOOM (FREE)
versus
SUNDAY MORNING ZOOM (SUBSCRIBER):

To confirm, the pre-recorded “ZOOM” covers: •

My FUNDAMENTAL MARKET drivers with an overview and extended
commentary.
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•

A review of my INVESTOR (CORE POSITION) trades with outlooks moving
forward.

•

A review at my other current LIVE trades.

•

A review of outstanding LIMIT ORDERS that are yet to trigger.

•

A look at other trades that are on MY RADAR.

This is a comprehensive review of my FOREX opinions and views. The usual duration
of these ZOOM meetings is about 35-40 minutes each week.
In addition, WEEKLY FX PREMIUM subscribers also receive in the same email a link
providing access to the FREE NEWSLETTER ZOOM, called the DRIVE THRU ZOOM.
The combined “ZOOMS” have real benefits for subscribers, with what I believe the
combined content provides trading of all skill levels with a complete weekly FX review: •

The DXY

•

USD Majors

•

The “High Beta” upcoming news events

•

FUNDAMENTAL review

•

POSITION (CORE POSITION) trades

•

Open LIVE trades

•

Pending LIMIT orders

•

Trades on my RADAR

There are several areas in my opinion that are crucial to longevity in trading.
The KEYS TO SUCCESS as I call them:
TRADE MANAGEMENT
RISK MANAGEMENT
HEAD MANAGEMENT
Each of these can be reviewed and enforced through the “ZOOM MEETINGS”. Having
25

an edge and looking forward, preparing with a plan is crucial to trading longevity in my
opinion and through the “ZOOM” I am hoping that my consistencies these areas will
help all traders irrespective of trading experience.
I have lots of interactivity ideas moving forward with the “ZOOM” it is impossible to set a
LIVE time that would everyone as I have subscribers from all over the world, in
practically every conceivable time zone.
But I am looking forward whereby subscribers can forward questions to be addressed
by me in the “ZOOM”
These are exciting times moving forward. The “ZOOM” is a natural extension to what I
am already providing.
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5. MY DAILY ROUTINE:
This may or may not interest you, but I can tell you that this “ROUTINE” has NOT
changed for about 5 years. I am like a little puppy.... a creature of habit.
I do have a routine that I follow every morning as my market refresh. I look at what I call
my LEAD INDICATORS:
These give me a good “feel” for the market and its inter-market relationships and
correlations. For me, I see this as a great indication as to the market’s overall direction
and a check to see that inter-market relationships are in sync.
I tend to review each chart and relationship in the same order each day: GOLD, OIL and COPPER
USD (DXY) – This group gives me a USD overview.
Currency overview checking / confirming directions and trends etc...
EUR/USD, USD/SEK, AUD/USD and USD/CAD
Inter-market relationships ...
S&P with AUD/JPY and USD/MXN
US10YR and S&P with USD/JPY
COPPER and AUD/USD
OIL and USD/NOK, USD/CAD and USD/MXN
Checking currency pair inverse relationships ...
EUR/USD / USD/CHF
EUR/GBP / GBP/CHF
RISK SENTIMENT has always been important to me. FX markets simply move on
RISK, there is NO magic sauce here to apply. There are three pairs that stand out for
me that are very sensitive to RISK: - USD/MXN, USD/CAD and USD/SEK
Finally, never ever underestimate the AUD/JPY. It is not a go-to currency pair that I
trade on a regular basis, but it is one to always watch vis-à-vis influence.
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6. MY TRADE STYLES & THE APPLICABLE RISK PARAMETERS:
So as previously mentioned, I am first and foremost a FUNDAMENTAL TRADER. I
have shown you how I communicate my trade set ups and communicate in general with
my subscribers.
BUT – what about my trading styles.
I am basically a POSITION trader, as mentioned, I take a longer-term view on potential
moves, this removes the minute by minute “noise” from my daily activity.
I trade with a TRADE PLAN, which covers my approach to entry and exit strategies, and
it also embraces my TRADE STYLES.
Over the past 6 years of my subscriber-based trading support service, initially THE
PREMIUM SERVICE, now called THE WEEKLY FX PREMIUM, I have always reacted
to market changes and responded to my subscriber wishes wherever possible with
regards to the trading opportunities and styles that work in the FX market at that time.
I firmly believe in the importance of having “An Edge” with trading at all times.
Over my trading history, I have adjusted my style of trading to meet with the market and
at the same time traded styles in line with wishes of subscribers whenever possible.
In the past I have traded the following styles: - FLASH, GIMME30 or 50, MOMENTUM,
RADAR, SWING, FUNDAMENTAL, BREXIT, INVESTOR and POSITION.
My trade styles will vary year by year to reflect my thoughts and views on the market.
2020 was a great year for me generating pips and so the following statement may
sound a little strange.
I found 2020 a very difficult marketplace within which to trade. I spent double the time
that I had intended to sit by mt trading screens and frankly towards the summer break
(which I always take to wind down), I was feeling stressed and burnt out.
I want to trade and enjoy trading but I do no longer want to be chained to 6 screens 6
days a week (administration time included), and therefore 2021 will be a year of
transition into fully accepting that I am a LONG-TERM POSITION trader establishing
CORE TRADES based upon my longer-term fundamental market views.
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Looking back through recent years I have traded the following trade styles:
2020: MOMENTUM, SWING, FUNDAMENTAL, BREXIT and INVESTOR TRADES
2019: POSITION TRADES
2018: MOMENTUM, FLASH, RADAR, FUNDAMENTAL and POSITION TRADES
2017: FLASH, RADAR, FUNDAMENTAL and POSITION TRADES
2016: FLASH, RADAR, FUNDAMENTAL and POSITION TRADES
2015: FLASH, RADAR and FUNDAMENTAL / BREXIT TRADES
2014: FLASH, RADAR and FUNDAMENTAL TRADES
Last year in 2020, successful as the year was building upon the success of 2019, I was
stretched trying to be “all things to all traders”. I had too many trade styles. Therefore,
no surprises in 2021 I am reversing to my core principles and I will be using the
following styles: 2021: FLASH, RADAR and POSITION TRADES.
My TRADE STYLE SUPPORTING INFORMATION and definitions of my TRADE
STYLE are below. I feel that this choice of TRADE STYLES reflects what will be
required in 2021.
We no longer have TRUMP; but we still have a pandemic to deal with despite vaccine a
rollout plus huge economic fundamental issues to work through. In addition, trade will
be at the forefront as well as fiscal stimulus and Central Bank policy to support
economic growth. I fully expect 2021 to be a really challenging year.

2021: TRADE STYLE DEFINITIONS and SUPPORTING INFORMATION:
1. FLASH TRADES (FLA):
TYPICAL FX PAIRS TRADED:
No exceptions
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TRADER SUTABILITY:
Traders who are 100% close to their trading screens.
Full-Time traders.
PROJECTED TRADE TIME-FRAME:
Very short-term usually from 5 -30 minutes maximum.
ENTRY & EXIT GUIDELINES:
Only via twitter @weeklyfxpremium (NOT ADVISED BY EMAIL)
These are opportunist trades and cannot be predicted in most cases unless they are
anticipated ahead of major news events.
RISK / POSITION SIZES:
Single trades with trade sizes of 50%-100% of my RISK tolerance limit
Looking for gains of 30-50 pips based upon directional / momentum moves.
STOP LOSS LEVELS:
These would usually be between 30-50 pips based off either previous levels of support
and resistance or a close Fibonacci level.
However, should the trade develop trend and momentum and maybe possibly have the
opportunity to become a SWING TRADE, I would protect some profits and stretch my
target price objective.

2. RADAR TRADES (RAD):
TYPICAL FX PAIRS TRADED:
All pairs qualify; no exceptions.
TRADER SUITABILITY:
All Traders who have reasonable access to check screens on several occasions
during the day. Entry and exit levels are pre-determined from limit order set ups.
PROJECTED TRADE TIME FRAME:
Initially day trades that I am looking to develop in SWING trades of about a 4/5
days duration.
ENTRY & EXIT GUIDELINES:
Entries will be by pre-defined LIMIT ORDER set ups.
These are based initially on Pivot Points, Fibonacci Levels, Chart Patterns,
basically, any combination of indicators that provide a “high probability’ trade set up.
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Initial STOPS and LIMITS will be fairly conservative, depending upon market conditions
at the time the set-up is placed.
In normal trading conditions, I would expect to update these to protect profits should the
trade develop and gather traction.
RISK / POSITION SIZES:
Usually a single trade approach. The initial trade set up size will be c.25% - 50%. If the
trade develops, I will add a secondary position to bring the trade closer to full size.
STOP LOSS LEVELS:
Usually based off areas of previous price confluence of key Fibonacci levels. I usually
work through from the weekly chart down to the 2-hour chart to establish my key levels
of entry and exit.
Based upon a pip number to give guidance on the size of my stop loss levels, a rough
rule of thumb would be c.100 - 150 pips, although this may vary by pair traded, time of
trade placed and the pairs liquidity depth.

3. POSITION TRADES (POS) / CORE POSITION TRADES:
TYPICAL FX PAIRS TRADED:
No exceptions, although the preference would be for pairs with decent liquidity.
TRADER SUTABILITY:
These are my longer-term trades suitable for traders with limited “Trade
Screen” access during the day.
These trades would ideally suit PART-TIME traders, those looking to add an
additional income stream to their household etc.
PROJECTED TRADE TIME-FRAME:
Usually anything from at least 3 months to years in duration.
ENTRY & EXIT GUIDELINES:
Entries are by pre-defined LIMIT ORDER set ups.
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RISK / POSITION SIZES:
Usually a multi-trade approach with the initial trade sizes being between 10% 25%. It really depends on the currency pair and the trade opportunity itself.
STOP LOSS LEVELS:
These are based on a combination of the Monthly / Quarterly ATR (Average True
Range).
POSITION trades are by nature taking a very long-term view. My POSITION TRADE
style will have multiple “LIVE” positions and multiple “LIMIT ORDERS” pre-determined
and ready to trigger.
LIMIT LEVELS:
These will be chosen by a combination of extreme Fibonacci levels, previous
annual highs. If required, I will consider HEDGING to keep these CORE POSITION
trades in play.
(More information regarding STOP LOSS levels and how this TRADE STYLE functions
can be found in Section 8 of this E BOOK).
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7.TRADING PSYCHOLOGY:
This is an area that many traders ignore or pay lip service to. Emotion in trading is
something that we all have to acknowledge exists.
Despite how detached we can try to become when there is RISK ($$$) involved with a
live trade, our brains take on a role that some of us find difficult to deal with. We
become emotionally attached to our trades, it is how you deal with this emotion which is
crucial to how you develop as a trader.
It is so easy to say do NOT get emotionally involved. Many traders find this impossible
and drift over to trading with automation (algorithms) purely and simply in an attempt to
remove emotion. Algorithmic trading is a whole separate subject that will not be
discussed here but suffice to say the classic phrase of “The grass is always greener on
the other side” applies here, in my opinion that is. Some traders who cannot control
emotion in trading often state going to algorithmic trading can be like “Going from the
frying pan to the fire”. This all comes back to control; If this is an issue for you trading is
not your bag.
Moving on...
There are many people to refer to that can give you hints on how to control and manage
emotional attachment to trading. For me is quite simple and straightforward in definition
it all falls under mindset.
Trading psychology basically all stems from belief, positivity, your mindset.
Having a positive mindset goes a long way to being successful as a trader. As soon as
you allow doubt to creep in vis-à-vis a set up you have in play, you are then watching
over the trade like a hawk and you question your abilities. This affects a lot of traders
because they trade with too big a position size. The RISK attached to a trade is just too
high, based upon the size of their trading account. This is called GAMBLING.
If all trades just went into profit as soon as they triggered, it would be so easy as a
trader. Unfortunately, many trades, probably more than we would like to admit go
negative first. It is how you deal with the negative trades that is the key.
As traders we need to detach ourselves from trades, detach ourselves from the $$$
value at RISK. This can be difficult but applying good RISK MANAGEMENT and a
proven TRADE PLAN to trading is a great start to help you overcome the emotion in
trading.
It’s really quite simple trading within your RISK TOLERANCE improves your mental
capacity and therefore your mindset.
Having a plan in life, in my opinion, is crucial to your success.
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I have a routine every day that I follow vis-à-vis getting set up for my day at my trading
screens. In addition to this, from a personal macro view I have a daily routine a
discipline that I follow each day, mostly starting the night before my next day’s trading,
when I review upcoming events: 1. GOAL SETTING: – I have my annual objectives in place already. I also have my
yearlong TRADE PLAN in place to support my trading activities. However, in
addition, I have some shorter-term goals maybe specific to the effects of news
events with a particular currency pair that I have identified.
I get these in place – I often refer to this as my SHORT-TERM TRADING PLAN.
2. PLANNING & ORGANISING: - I note, in my diary with an alarm, when I need to
be active in the markets to carry out my SHORT-TERM TRADE PLAN and I
allocate sufficient time to further research (if required) and clarify my proposed
approach.
3. PRIORITY SETTING: - This is a pure TIME MANAGEMENT skill that is essential
to create my optimum performance.
4. CONCENTRATION: - I will not allow myself to be sidetracked if I have prepared
for a particular news event and have my PLAN ready to initiate.
The above routine helps me to ensure that I trade at my optimum level. This is in
addition to checking my LEAD INDICATORS (section 5) when I first sit down at my
screens.
You must remember FX Trading is a lonely affair – it is you versus the market. You
must prepare and be ready. Treat every day as you versus the world!
Why bring stress upon yourself when, with a positive and well managed approach you
can go a really long way to controlling the mental side of trading.
If you over-trade, too big a position size for the balance of your broker trading account,
you run the RISK of a margin call, you sweat on moves that would NOT normally
provoke such a response. This is GAMBLING.
Mental strength is huge in trading, and the resilience one requires as a trader to sudden
market news events requires a strength. If a positive structural mindset approach is
adopted at the outset it will help you not to over-react to sudden market events. You
want to get to a point where you are no longer at the effect of external triggers where
you lose focus in the moment rather than remaining calm and logically accessing the
situation.
The more research to a trade that is done the greater belief there is in the trade set up. I
believe in the view that you should get all your levels in place and be patient for the
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trade to come to your prices rather than chase the trade.
It’s all about lowering the RISK and being consistent in your trading approach.

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF TRADER MISJUDGEMENT:
A trader’s emotions, ego, and thinking can become very distorted when real money is at
risk in the markets. Hormones like serotonin, dopamine, and adrenaline can cause
impulses and emotions to drown out thinking and decision-making skills.
Emotional intelligence is one of the most important skills a trader can possess, this is
the ability to think at a higher level than your emotional reactions to circumstances. A
trader must have the abilities of self-awareness, self-control, and be able to express
emotions in a positive way. It helps with performance for a trader’s self-talk to remain
positive and constructive, dealing with facts and reality and not become negative or
catastrophizing circumstances.
The price action and volatility of the markets can be difficult enough without adding
personal issues and weaknesses into a trading system. You will never be able to control
or predict the market, the best you can do is control your own actions and predict what
you will do in response to price action.
Here are the primary factors that cause the psychology of trader misjudgement: 1. Traders start trading by seeing everything through the lens of making money.
Take profits too soon / Let losing trades gather.
2. Psychological Denial.
Maybe not seeing a trend because the belief is that it is NOT happening.
3. Ownership Bias.
A trader can identify as a habitual bull or bear, a 100% bias in trading.
4. Misjudging the past correlation of professional success as a reliable basis for
trading success.
Prior business success could lead to an ego in trading. Creating a system with an
edge is what leads to a trading success not success in past careers.
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5. Misjudgment based on ego.
Once a trade is established, maybe announced publicly. Traders can become
entrenched defending the position taken and abandon logic.
6. It can be bad judgement to be bullish or bearish simply because the majority of
people are.
FOMO (Fear of Missing Out). Establishing trades when market has already
shifted. Entering trades too late because the market appears either bullish or
bearish. This can manifest itself by trying to buy at highs or trying to sell at the
lows.
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8. ARE YOU A PART-TIME FOREX TRADER?
ARE YOU LOOKING TO HAVE ANOTHER INCOME STREAM?
BUT DO NOT HAVE 100% SCREEN ACCESS.
If so, what follows will be of interest to you...
Let me just add right away... if you are currently trading in the FX market and have
answered yes to more than one question above you must be finding the current range
bound, tight moves market utterly frustrating and virtually impossible to trade with
limited screen access.
Since I started my subscription service in 2014, I have tried to develop a trade style that
would suit part-time traders or any trader who can only sit in front of their screens
maybe just two or three times a day. Whilst I have adapted my way of trading to
maximize my opportunities as the FX market evolved, the opportunities for traders with
limited screen access has been a hit and miss affair.
I have tested and launched a human, not a robot, non-algorithmic trade style that meets
the needs of part-time traders or FX traders who have limited screen access.
As a Position trader, the evolution to add a specific new style to my trading was a
natural progression. My goal was to have longer-term trades based on my
Fundamentals that I could place in one specific broker account, separate from other
trade styles and set up layered in trades to trigger once my trade gained traction.
It sounds simple and with most things in life the simpler it is to set up, the simpler it is to
measure.
POSITION TRADES (CORE POSITION TRADES) in particular meet the needs of parttime traders.
Depending upon your circumstances, other trade styles may fit for you as well, but over
the next few pages I want to specifically look at INVESTOR TRADES specifically aimed
at PART-TIME traders.

MY TRADING RULES FOR POSITION TRADES:
Because my trade styles mean different things to different people, whether this be as a
result of size of trading account, ability to have screen time during a normal day I need
to clarify a few basic housekeeping rules regarding my set ups so that there is no
confusion on how I will be approaching the market on a daily basis for my longer-term
POSITION (CORE POSITION) TRADES
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• My STOPS are based on Monthly / Quarterly Average True Ranges (ATR’s) and my
individual trade sizes are based on roughly 10%-20% of my full-sized position.

• As I add additional trades, which results in my overall position size increasing, the

additional trades will usually have a similar position size, but my “LIVE” trade size
never exceeds 100% of what I determine to be the maximum position size based on
the number of “lots” that I am prepared to put at risk.

• My overall trade RISK is based on c.3-5% per trade of my overall broker account
balance.

USD$50,000 Broker account
THE RISK:
3% RISK maximum per position = USD$1,500
Example: 5 x mini lot trades at $1 per mini lot = $5 overall trade cost
300 pip stop loss = $5 x 300 pips = $1,500 RISK maximum
THE REWARD:
Most trades are on average at least a 3:1 RISK/REWARD ratio (sometimes greater),
and therefore a 300 pip RISK = a 900 pip REWARD.
SUMMARY:
5 x 300 pip maximum trade 5 x mini lots = $1,500 RISK.
5 x 900 pip maximum trade 5 x mini lots = $4,500 REWARD
Performance will vary on a trade by trade basis and this example is for illustrative
purposes only.

• My LIMIT (the REWARD highlighted above) is based upon either a significant level
of support or resistance, a key Fibonacci extension or maybe a trend line or any
other chart measured move level. Nothing complicated.

• As a trade progresses, I will look to add and exit trades banking profits along the

way. At all times my goal is to manage RISK, stay within my 3% RISK tolerance and
remain under my 100% position size.

• I only expect to have 4 or 5 INVESTOR TRADES to be live at any one time.

However, there could be 2 or 3 LIVE trades per POSITION in operation, which
means that worst case scenario there could be 15 LIVE trades at any one time.
To be effective with this way of trading you have to set your position sizes based
upon your RISK TOLERANCE related to the size of your Broker Account.
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• The period of the trade it is hoped will be measured in months rather weeks.

A minimum of 3 months with no maximum. Each position is treated on an individual
basis, based on its own merits.

• Trading communication: As a subscriber to THE WEEKLY FX PREMIUM you would
automatically have access to my closed twitter feed for subscribers only as well as
email updates on all my trading activity not just details relating to the CORE
POSITION trades.

POSITION (INVESTOR CORE TRADE)
TRADE EXAMPLE
POSITION (INVESTOR TRADE): USD/CAD
CORE POSITION: CP1
TRADE DIRECTOR SHORT
DATE TRIGGERED: 18th June 2019
DATE COMPLETED / TRADE REMOVED: 16th December 2019
TRADE DURATION: c.6 months
TRADE RESULT: Net +810 pips profit
NUMBER OF TRADES UNDERTAKEN: 16 trades
AVERAGE PIPS PER TRADE = 50.63 pips

You can see that when I launch the INVESTOR TRADE (CORE POSITION), I provide a
background summary to the overall trade.
I then list my suggested LIMIT ORDER trade set ups to coincide with the launch
together with some basic chart analysis.
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The above which is in sequence was posted on day one to my website and emailed to
all subscribers.
From time to time I will add additional relevant information relating to the trade if
required. I update the excel spreadsheet that shows the active and limit order trades
relating to the position on a weekly basis. The final copy of these is below.

The above information is supplied to my subscribers for all INVESTOR (CORE
POSITION) trades undertaken.
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9. WHY CHOOSE ME...
WHAT MAKES ME DIFFERENT FROM OTHER PROVIDERS?
Creating differentiation is important to me. There are many competing sources for trade
set ups and market commentaries, but in my opinion, they do NOT go as far as I do.
Some will have more detail in areas than me, I accept that, some will have TV
personalities involved, I accept that, BUT many, if not the vast majority DO NOT have
SKIN IN THE MARKET.
I have “Skin in the market”. I trade my trades. Many businesses offering set ups do NOT
trade their suggestions.
Many areas of market commentary are based on what just happened (History) rather
than linking real time to the trades the provider has in play.
History is in the past. Anyone can examine a chart and tell you what you should have
done. Most businesses in this area tell you what you should have done...
It is important for me to “Keep it real”.
I want to keep my support fresh and relevant. There are periods I am quiet. This is
because I have NOTHING of value to add. When I am about to do something, I tell you
what I am doing LIVE and ahead of trades actually triggering. Having “skin” in the
market does make it different, and letting you know in advance also makes it different.
Can I help you improve?
The honest answer is I really don’t know.
All I can tell you is that I have gained a little bit of knowledge and understanding and if
you follow me you may be able to adapt what I do to your way of trading. If it works for
me, it could work you in an adapted format.
My goal is NOT to create clones but to show what I do; show how I react to situations
and then maybe you can take what I do and adapt it to fit in with your style.
Most traders feel comfortable trading technically on charts, but fundamental trading can
be a challenge. I have been told that my fundamental views and ideas compliment lots
of technical traders’ ideas.
At the end of the day, everyone is different, and as I have stated on many occasions,
two traders can look at the same chart and have two completely different trade ideas
that emanate from the same chart.
I do however have a history of being more right than wrong.
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10. MY TRADING PERFORMANCE HISTORY:
Over the next few pages, I show you via a series of excel spreadsheets my annual
performance summaries, from 2014 through to 2020 and I repeat the summary of my
performance versus objectives sheet that I included earlier.
These are based on net results via lot type based upon single-lot trades. Obviously if
you trade 2 or 3 lot position sizes you can multiply the totals accordingly for the $
returns per the numbers of trades and also the “Costs to Trade”. Subscription costs
remain as is, regardless of lot sizes or mixture of lot types traded in a calendar year.
Performances can be verified by checking through the twitter feeds as all trade set ups
are posted in real time.
TRADING HISTORY OF PERFORMANCE v TARGETS:
NET PROFITABLE PIPS TARGET: +15,480 pips
PROFIT & LOSS RATIOS: 80% profitable / 20% loss making trades.
PIPS PER TRADE: 2021 target is 40 pips per completed trade.
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YEAR BY YEAR PERFORMANCES:
The excel spreadsheets below are based on single-lot trading and show examples
based on Micro, Mini and Standard lot trading.
In addition, they reflect the NET performance based off single lot trading allowing for
trade costs and an annual subscription cost to THE WEEKLY FX PREMIUM.
Obviously, your RISK and the size of the balance with your broker(s) is personal to you,
as is the way you trade and RISK that you want to take.
Therefore, if you trade 5 x Mini Lot trades or 3 x Standard Lot trades as the norm you
can factor up my results to give you an example of what could have been achieved
watching what I trade.
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11. MY ANNUAL GOALS and OBJECTIVES:
I have very clear and specific goals each year.
1. This year I have a target of +15,480 net positive pips.
My TRADING PROJECTION for this year is below.
2. A trading ratio of 80% positive trades to 20% loss making trades
3. A “pips per completed trade” target of 40 pips per completed trade as an
average.
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12. WHAT TO DO NEXT?
If you are 100% serious and looking to change your lifestyle, check out my trading
history is on my website www.weeklyfxdrivethru.com
Just click on the TAB titled HISTORY / PERFORMANCE. If you want more information
reach out to me via the CONTACT TAB on my home page.
However, if you are ready to go to the next stage and want to get started and join THE
WEEKLY FX PREMIUM, my subscription costs are detailed below.

13. WHAT ARE THE COSTS OF SUBSCRIBING?
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14. SUMMARY:
If you are not interested in subscribing, I just want to say thank you for taking the time to
read my e-book. I hope that you at least found it interesting.
Maybe now is not the right time for you. If you are interested in the future, just reach out,
I am always happy to answer any questions that you may have regarding my service.
I wish you every success with your trading moving forward.
However, if you are interested in going forward and have decided to join my existing
subscribers, I look forward to welcoming you on board. My email to reach out with is:
scott@weeklyfxpremium.com
Whichever route you decide, I wish you successful trading,
Scott Pickering
The Pip Accumulator
Twitter: @pipaccumulator
Twitter: @weeklyfxpremium
Email: scott@weeklyfxpremium.com
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